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GLOSSARY
River basin –

A river basin is the portion of land drained by a river and its tributaries.
It encompasses the entire land surface dissected and drained by
many streams and creeks that flow downhill into one another, and
eventually into one river. The final destination is an estuary or an
ocean.

Watershed –

A land area drained by a stream or fixed body of water and its
tributaries having a common outlet for surface runoff. It includes small
watersheds with an area of 10,000 hectares (ha) or less, mediumscale watersheds of more than 10,000 ha up to 50,000 ha, and large
watersheds exceeding 50,000 ha.

Watershed
management
plan–

Upland –
Upper river
basin–

An operational plan developed in a participatory way with all
stakeholders concerned for a defined watershed that recognizes legal
tenurial rights and defines the uses for land and other resources in the
watershed to provide desired goods and services without adversely
affecting soil, water, and other natural resources. It establishes an
investment schedule for financial and other resource inputs to improve
the productivity of the land with a 5-year rolling program of activities.
Land area located on slopes of more than 18%.
The upstream portions of a river basin where the headwaters of
streams and rivers emanate, consisting of lands with moderate to very
steep slopes and medium-to-high elevations relative to the river basin
valley.

This safeguards monitoring report is a document of the borrower. The views expressed herein
do not necessarily represent those of ADB's Board of Directors, Management, or staff, and
may be preliminary in nature.
Your attention is directed to the ‘terms of use’ section of this website. In preparing any country
program or strategy, financing any project, or by making any designation of or reference to a
particular territory or geographic area in this document, the Asian Development Bank does not
intend to make any judgments as to the legal or other
status of any territory or area.
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I.

Introduction and Project Overview

Project Number and
Title:
Safeguards Category

Reporting period:
Last report date:
Key sub-project
activities:

41220-PHI: Integrated Natural Resources and Environmental Management
Project (INREMP)
Environment
B
Involuntary Resettlement B
Indigenous Peoples
A
July to December 2016
First Monitoring Period
During this monitoring report, the following key activities were carried out:
 Survey and mapping of subprojects
 Development of concept proposals for rural infrastructure, reforestation
and agroforestry investments (RI and NRM)
 Field Validation, preparation, review and packaging of subproject
proposals under rural infrastructure investments (RI)
 Site validation, preparation, review and packaging and approval of
subproject proposals under reforestation and agroforestry investment
(NRM)
 ADB Implementation Review Mission- August 1-16, 2016
 INREMP Streamlining Workshop (DENR-INREMP, ADB, IFAD, CESM)
held on 21-24 September 2016
 INREMP Social and Environmental Safeguards Workshop (DENRINREMP, ADB, IFAD, CESM) held on 4-5 October 2016
 Levelling-off Workshop on RI Implementation held on 24-25 November
2016
 Workshop on Preparation and Review of Subproject Proposals held on
December 5-9, 2016
 Cascading activities for NRM Subprojects

1.
The Government of the Philippines (GOP) is currently implementing Integrated Natural
Resources and Environmental Project (INREMP) through DENR-Forest Management Bureau
to address the unsustainable watershed1 management in four (4) priority river basins: (i) the
Chico River Basin in the Cordillera Administrative Region, Northern Luzon; (ii) the Wahig–
Inabanga River Basin on the island of Bohol; (iii) the Lake Lanao Basin in the Autonomous
Region of Muslim Mindanao; and (iv) the Upper Bukidnon River Basin in Bukidnon, Northern
Mindanao.
2.
The Project impact will be improved condition of watersheds generating livelihood
benefits in the four URBs covering at least 24 watersheds in four (4) regions composed of nine
provinces, 81 municipalities and approximately 1,332 barangays. The project outcome will be
increased rural household incomes and LGU revenues in selected watersheds in the four
URBs.
3.
The Project has 4 outputs: (i) River basin and watershed management and investment
plans established; (ii) Smallholder and institutional investments in conservation increased and
URB productivity enhanced in the forestry, agriculture and rural sectors. (iii) River basin and
watershed management capacity and related governance mechanisms strengthened. (iv)
Project management and support services delivered.

1

Normally its boundary or divide is delineated topographically, following the ridges in a landscape. However, its area can also be
outlined based on the bedrock formation that impacts groundwater. This divide is called phreatic. The difficulty of groundwater
study and the convenience of using a contour map to outline the watershed boundary resulted to the use of the topographic divide
instead of the phreatic divide. Inside a watershed, water is channeled though a network of tributaries. Due to vast coverage of
some watersheds, it is divided into sub-watersheds. Watershed and sub-watershed is used interchangeably in the INREMP
context (Watershed Characterization and Vulnerability Assessment using Geographic Information System-DENR-FMB).
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4. Significant environment and social safeguards impacts are anticipated in INREMP project
outputs 1 and 2. They are apparent in watershed management plans, integrated development
plans, community management plans being prepared and adopted by LGUs and in
subprojects in NRM and RI investments prepared and implemented by POs/IPOs and LGUs.
Notwithstanding that most of the areas in 4 URBs are within ancestral domains and/or
occupied by IPs.
5.
As of year-end 2016, 14 of the 18 watershed management2 plans (WMPs) have been
legitimized or adopted by 46 LGUs comprised of the following resolutions in URBs: (i) 17 in
WIRB; ii.) 20 in BURB; and 9 in CURB. Six (6) WMPs in LLRB have yet to be drafted as the
INREMP implementation MOA with Region 10 and Lanao Provincial LGU have just been
recently concluded in September 2016. The watershed management plan is consistent with
the watershed and ecosystems management framework designed (i) to strengthen
convergence and collaboration between and among various agencies and other stakeholders;
(ii) develop and maintain an effective database management system for watershed
information; and (iii) to upgrade the technical and operational capabilities of DENR, LGUs and
other stakeholders for the sustainable development of watershed3. It describes the current
land use, potential development, define and prioritize sub-projects and established a work
program for implementation of LGU clusters and municipal development councils. WMPs are
institutionalized and adopted by LGUs.
Table No. 1. List of WMPs prepared and adopted by LGUs as of 2016
1
2
3

URB
WIRB
WIRB
WIRB

4

WIRB

5

WIRB

6
7
8
9

WIRB
WIRB
WIRB
WIRB

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

WIRB
WIRB
WIRB
WIRB
WIRB
WIRB
WIRB

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

WIRB
BURB
BURB
BURB
BURB
BURB
BURB
BURB
BURB
BURB
BURB
BURB
BURB

Watershed
Wahig-Pamacsalan
Wahig-Pamacsalan

LGU
Pilar
Sierra Bullones

Wahig-Pamacsalan

Jagna

Wahig-Pamacsalan
Wahig-Pamacsalan
Watershed
Dagohoy
Dagohoy
Dagohoy

Garcia-Hernandez

Danao
Danao
Danao
Danao
Danao
Danao
Danao

Danao
Trinidad
Talibon
Ubay
Buenavista
San Miguel
Getafe

Inabanga
Inabanga
Manupali
Manupali
Sawaga
Muleta
Muleta
Muleta
Muleta
Muleta
Muleta
Muleta
Muleta
Cagayan de Oro River
Basin

Inabanga
Sagbayan
Valencia City
Lantapan
Malaybalay City
Pangantucan
Kitaotao
Maramag
Kadingilan
Don Carlos
Dangcagan
Kibawe
Damulog

Duero
Dagohoy
Carmen
Alicia

Resolution No.
No. 108 Series of 2016
No. 17 Series of 2016
No. 34-04 Series of
2016
No. 04-143 Series of
2016

Date Signed
August 8, 2016
March 16, 2016

No. 031 Series of 2016
No. 457 Series of 2016
No. 61 Series of 2016
No. 39 Series of 2016
No. 04-80 Series of
2016
No. 043 Series of 2016
No. 114 Series of 2016
No. 65 Series of 2016
No. 60 Series of 2016
No. 26 Series of 2016
No. 125 Series of 2015
No. 105-16 Series of
2016
No. 73 Series of 2016

April 25, 2016
April 25, 2016
April 18, 2016
April 18, 2016

April 18, 2016
April 13, 2016

April 18, 2016
April 11, 2016
July 18, 2016
May 18, 2016
April 11, 2016
January 25, 2016
September 1, 2015
June 28, 2016
April 11, 2016
22/08/2016

15/07/2016
25/09/2016
22/08/2016
01/08/2016
03/08/2016
22/08/2016
25/09/2016
13/07/2016

Baungon

2

Watershed management is the process of guiding and organizing land and other resource uses in a watershed to provide
desired goods and services without adversely affecting soil, water and other natural resources. The watershed management
plan shall be holistic, integrated and participatory. It shall fully take into account the well-being of the affected communities,
including the indigenous peoples (DENR-DMC 2008-05).
3
DAO 208-05
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30

BURB

31

BURB

32
33
34
35
36
37
38

BURB
BURB
BURB
BURB
BURB
BURB

39

CURB
CURB

40

CURB

41

CURB

42

CURB

43

CURB

44

CURB

45

CURB

46

CURB

Cagayan de Oro River
Basin
Cagayan de Oro River
Basin
Tagoloan River Basin
Tagoloan River Basin
Tagoloan River Basin
Tagoloan River Basin
Agusan- Cugman Cluster
Agusan- Cugman Cluster
BAAGMADOLI

Libona
Talakag
Manolo Fortich
Malitbog
Sumilao
Impasugong
Manolo Fortich
Cagayan de Oro City

Barlig-Tanudan

Bontoc, Mountain Province
Barlig, Mountain Province
and Tanudan, Kalinga

KABAMAAM

Bontoc, Mountain Province

KABAMAAM

Bauko, Mountain Province
Sabangan, Mountain
Province
Sagada, Mountain
Province
Office of the Sangguniang
Bayan, Abatan, Buguias,
Benguet

KABAMAAM
KABAMAAM

KABAMAAM
KABAMAAM
SURUNG

Bauko,Mt.Province
Poblacion, Tinglayan,
Kalinga

09/09/2016
11/10/2016

Resolution No. 87,S.
2016
Resolution No. 01
Series of 2016
Resolution No. 88,
S.2016
Resolution No. 2016114
Resolution No. 2016110
Resolution No. 1092016

Resolution No. 2015-94
Resolution No.2015108
Resolution No. 64
Series 2015

12-Dec-16

15-Nov-16
December 12, 2016
December 12, 2016
December 12, 2016
October 10, 2016

02-Nov-15
17-Dec-15
December 17,
2015

6.
A total of 131 Community Management Plans (CMPs) were prepared4 . CMP describes
the current community land use, potential development map, investment plans (targets and
activities) and includes all sub projects to be funded under INREMP. A total of 188 sub project
concept proposals for rural infrastructure (RI) and natural resources management (NRM)
which includes reforestation and agroforestry subprojects were prepared. Under NRM, a total
of167 subprojects /contracts were awarded to PO/IPO with a total of 12,958 hectares.
7.
For the RI subprojects, 36 subproject concepts/proposals 5 were submitted. Field
validation activities were conducted to 29 subprojects while the remaining 7 subprojects were
scheduled for field validation. In this period (August) 1 LGU in Bukidnon (Malaybalay)
subproject proposal was approved and issued no objection by ADB. However, later in the
procurement stage, the LGU withdrew its subproject due to concerns in subproject costs
breakdown, specifically on Value Added Tax (VAT) and other Taxes.
8.
Institutional Arrangements. DENR is the executing agency responsible for over-all
administration and management of the project and administer imprest accounts for proceeds
from ADB and IFAD Loan and GEF and CCF grant. The FMB through the NPCO is the project
implementing unit within the DENR. Through the NPCO, it will lead and oversee INREMP
implementation in collaboration with various operating units of the DENR and LGUs—i. e.,
RPCO, PPMO, CENRO, WMPCO, etc., and in close coordination with oversight agencies and
ADB. The RPCO coordinates with national government agencies at the regional level while
the PPMO coordinate and undertake liason works among agencies at the provincial level,
provide guidance and technical support to implementing LGUs and coordinate the
implementation of URB forest conservation, protection and rehabilitation and the execution of
technical extension and IEC. The administrative and technical focal point for the project at the
watershed level is the Watershed Management and Project Coordination Office (WMPCO)
based at the DENR-CENRO. This office will oversee the implementation of project activities
and demonstration projects by Communities and Organizations (CBOs, IPs, POs, NGOs,
Private Sectors, and Institutions). WMPCO’s coordinate the implementation of rural
4
5

See Annex 2: List of CMPs and POs/IPOs
See Annex 3: List of RI Subprojects
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rehabilitation and improvement works by municipal LGUs; Coordinate the implementation of
models for forest based investments by communities, POs and IPOs, and private investors:
agroforestry, conservation farming, forest plantations, sustainable forest management,
including REDD and climate change adaptation activities.
9.
Other implementing agencies are Municipal Development Fund Office (MDFO) and
Department of Agriculture (DA). MDFO administer the funds for rural infrastructure
improvements which will be implemented by the municipal LGUs except for those covered by
the Cordillera Highland Agricultural and Resources Management (CHARM) Project which will
be administered by DA.
10.
An interagency National Project Steering Committee (NPSC) is established at the
DENR Central Office (CO) to provide policy guidance for the smooth implementation of the
Project. The NPCO shall be assisted by an inter-agency Technical Working Group (TWG). A
pool of Project Consultants commissioned by the Project provide services for: (a) developing
the technical expertise in DENR, other NGA, and LGU staff to scientifically guide policymakers and ENR stakeholders in managing river basin and watershed resources; (b)
establishing the knowledge based decision-support systems and Information infrastructure for
environment and natural resources management in river basin context.
11.
Foreign Assisted and Special Projects Services (FASPS) and the Financial
Management Service (FMS) of the DENR coordinately administer the Project funds and
accounts.
12.
NPCO is tasked to oversee safeguards compliance in all project implementing units.
To enhance NPCOs capacity, social safeguard specialists (1 at NPCO and 4 at URBs) cum
social development specialist (SSS/SDS) will be contracted to assist the NPCO.
Figure No. 1. Project Organization Structure

II. Safeguards Performance Monitoring
13.
Eligible sub-projects are subjected to environmental and social safeguards screening.
A modified safeguards screening checklist was prepared. Orientation of safeguards checklist
8

were given after conduct of joint field validation during meeting and mitigations were agreed
upon in exit meetings with the LGUs and stipulated in Aide Memoire.6 RI Subprojects with ongoing SPD preparation (including LGU Malaybalay) used the IR and IP Checklists for social
safeguards while an Environmental Impact Assessment and Management and Monitoring
Plan (EIAMMP)7 is prepared for environmental safeguards. A Certificate of Non-Coverage
(CNC) or Environment Certificate of Compliance (ECC) is also complied for each of the
subproject proposals in RI. For NRM subprojects, safeguards issues and concerns are
identified and addressed in series of consultations with communities, IP elders in communities
and community mapping activities until a CMP and subproject proposals are prepared.
14.
The first half of 2016 were devoted to providing technical assistance and coaching and
mentoring project staff. NPCO issued Technical Bulletins containing guidelines on technical
considerations, requirements, processes, target participants, key activities, procurement
process, costings in RI, NRM and & Livelihood Enhancement Support (LES). Some TBs are
Supplemental Guidelines, mostly amendments or improvements based from field or
implementation experiences. Safeguards and gender requirements and compliance are
incorporated in the TBs. For instance, TB 2014-1 (issued in CY 2014), TB 1-1 and August
2015 RI Guidelines details social and environmental aspects under the preparation of
subproject proposal document/feasibility study chapter. In December 4, 2015, INREMP issued
TB No. 08: Social Safeguards and Gender Mainstreaming Guidelines under the INREMP.
15.
A review mission was conducted on 1- 16 August 2016 in Bukidnon Upper River Basin
(BURB). This activity aimed to review INREMP progress and performance, to propose
modification to implementation procedures where necessary, and to provide implementation
support. The Mission noted that physical, financial and implementation performance are “all
below expectations” and one of the contributing reasons are the lengthy administrative and
consultative processes. The mission agreed to streamline and reduce the
timelines/timeframes of subproject processes and requirement to improve efficiency. For
safeguards, the Mission agreed to (i) Streamline requirements of all partners for compliance
with safeguards by rationalizing the documentation needed, consolidating safeguard analysis
at macro scale rather than subproject level, eliminating redundant and overlapping processes,
and executing quality control and verification in parallel rather than sequentially and (ii) simplify
free, prior and informed consent (FPIC) validation through an official letter by the NPSC (which
includes NPIC) to ADB/IFAD requesting approval for subproject implementation based on
validated FPICs; this process does not contradict Government regulations.
16.
To simplify the FPIC process, NPCO coordinated with NCIP to define roles and
responsibilities and institutional arrangements in conducting sub-project project validation
process in areas with IP covering the 3 priority river basins (CURB, WIRB and BURB). NPCO
with assistance of ADB started its consultation-meeting with NCIP (national office) in
November 2016 to discuss the proposed MOA to facilitate procedures and activities in
conducting community validation (FPIC) for INREMP subprojects within ancestral domains
and for the eventual issuance of Certificate of Precondition. In December 2016, the first draft
of MOA was presented to NCIP Commission En Banc.
17.
At the URBs, coordination with NCIP for signing of MOA and issuance of CP is still ongoing for CURB and the BURB. In the CURB, efforts have been continually extended to secure
Certification Precondition (CP) from the National Commission on Indigenous Peoples (NCIP).
However, to date, no secured CP yet as the regional offices of the DENR and NCIP have been
endorsing an institutional MOA between the two National Government Agencies (NGA) in
order to undertake the validation process instead of the full-blown Free Prior and Informed
Consent (FPIC) procedure. Nevertheless, the presence of NCIP representatives were ensured
6
7

See Annex 4: Sample Aide Memoire (LGU Malaybalay)
See Annex 5: Sample EIAMMP (LGU Malaybalay)
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during the conduct of the preparatory activities such as consultations, community orientations,
community mapping and planning. The IPs within the project coverage have signified their
consent through PO and Barangay resolutions accepting the project and endorsing their
project proposals for implementation.
18.

Summary of Safeguards Compliance

Compliance status is partial. The following are the compliance, key issues and way
forward for the monitoring period:
a) Summary Compliance with Environmental Safeguards

Requirements
Screening of
subprojects

Compliance
Status
(Yes/No/Partial)
Partial

Comment or Reason For Non- Compliance

NRM-screening and identification of environment
issues/concerns are identified and resolved
during community consultation and mapping and
during preparation of CMP and subproject
proposals. Compliance of REA Checklist for
previous NRM validated subprojects has yet to
be complied.
RI-inventory of losses and assessment of
impact/s is conducted along subproject
alignments and areas and mitigation plans are
agreed and stipulated in Aide Memoire. REA
Checklists are applied to subprojects (LGUs) with
on-going subproject proposal preparations

Submission of
Subproject
Proposal with IEE

Partial

Orientation and coaching of filling up/completing
REA Checklist for all subprojects is on-going.
NRM first-of-its-kind approved subprojects do not
involve civil works. There were no Category B
first of its-kind subproject submitted.
RI-No categorization yet. Its existing
categorization for this period is D, hence, CNC’s
are secured at this period, and EIAMMPs are
prepared and incorporated in the submitted
subproject proposal.
For compliance of IEEs for RI subprojects

b.) Issues for further action
Environment Safeguards Issues
Comment/Further Action
Designation
of
Environmental Item for Environment Specialist is with the recently
Specialist
engaged (August 2016) TA-PMIC. Is currently
preparing its Inception Report and start up
activities.
Cascading of REA Checklist
Orientation and coaching is initially at levels of
implementing units and only to priority (pipeline)
subprojects both NRM and RI.
10

c.) Summary Compliance with RP/IPP Requirements

RP/IPP Requirements
Screening of subprojects

Compliance
status
Comment or Reasons for Compliance
Yes/No/Partial
Partial
NRM-screening and identification of social
safeguards impacts, issues/concerns are
identified and resolved during community
consultation and mapping and during
preparation of CMP and subproject proposals.
Compliance of IR and IP Checklists for
previous NRM validated subprojects is ongoing
RI-inventory of losses and assessment of
impact/s is conducted along subproject
alignments and areas and mitigation plans are
agreed and stipulated in Aide Memoire. IR
and IP Checklists are applied to subprojects
(LGUs) with on-going subproject proposal
preparations

Submission of
Involuntary
Resettlement/RAP

Submission of
Indigenous People’s
Plan (IPP)/enhanced
ADSDPP

Yes

Partial

Orientation and coaching of filling
up/completing IR and IP Checklist for all
subprojects is on-going.
NRM-No involuntary resettlement issues
identified for first of its kind ENRM subprojects
in WIRB, CHICO and BURB with NOLs issued
by ADB. Succeeding subprojects approved by
Watershed Management Councils (WMCs)
will be subject to ADB post review and are
reminded that prior to implementation, all
safeguards requirements are complied
with/cleared.
RI-1 subproject (LGU Malaybalay) has no
involuntary resettlement issues documented
during field validation and inventory of losses
activity.
CMPs or IP Plans are prepared for
subprojects within ancestral domains (ADs).
NRM-CMPs or IP Plans are attached along
with the subproject proposals
RI within ADs-no CMP attached. ADSDPP
attached to subproject proposal submitted
along with Barangay Development Plans to
reflect current IP plans.
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d.) Issues for further action
RP/IPP Issue
Designation of social safeguards
specialist

Capacity Building on social
safeguards planning
-Difficulties in filling-up the
screening checklists
-While communities and LGUs
are aware of social safeguards
issues, ex. Right of ways issues;
options on compensations and
consultation, there is difficulty in
documentation
Difficulty
interagency
cooperation and coordination
with NCIP

Monitoring of social safeguards
compliance for NRM

III.

Comment /Further Action
For 3 URBs, NPCO has 1 Social Development
Specialist (Assisting Professional); 1 Social Safeguards
Specialist from FASPS to assist in the subproject field
validation, review, preparation and completion of RI
subproject proposals of Kibawe and Malaybalay
Bukidnon (June to December 2016) and; 1 SS/SD
Specialist from TA-PMIC has just been recently
engaged (August 2016).
There is a need to intensify or scale up capacity
building support field staff (at WMPCO and PPMO
level) for proper screening; conduct of consultation,
mitigation planning and documentation
Strengthen NPCO and TA-PMIC social safeguards
support/assistance to implementing units in completing
screening checklists, conduct of consultations,
safeguards mitigation planning and documentation.
Ongoing discussion on the preparation and signing of
MOA (DENR-NCIP) for implementation in subproject
sites with IP
Issuance of Certification Precondition (CP)
Need to establish monitoring system and prepare forms
to be used for NRM to systematically collect and collate
the information/data

Information Disclosure and Socialization including Capability Building

19.
Technical Bulletins8 that serve as guidelines in implementation of NRM and RI
subprojects are issued through memorandum order to regional directors and field
implementing units of INREMP. These are posted in FMB-INREMP/DENR website. These
guidelines/requirements are discussed in orientations and training. Table No. 3 shows list of
safeguards and gender development workshops pariticpated by all project implementing units
of INREMP, LGUs and Pos/IPOs. Various capacity-building activities were also conducted
during the monitoiring period.
20.
Community consultation and planning activities were conducted during preparapation
of subproject proposals and CMP to ensure stakeholder and community participation. 9
Subproject proposals and safeguards concerns are discussed during conduct of
public/community consultations and planning. Resolutions of Support were issued by
POs/IPOs, and Sangguniang Barangays after the conduct of consultation and planning
activities along with the minutes of consultations and attendance sheets which are collected
and attached to subproject proposals. A joint-community field validation with NCIP (for areas
within ancestral domains) is condcuted to facilitate issuance of CP and address other IP
concerns. A Tribal Council Resolution or an IPO Resolution of Support is likewise issued after
consultation disclosure activities.

8
9

See Annex 1
See Annex 7. Selected Photos of Community mapping and consultations
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Table No. 2. List of Training-Workshops in Safeguards
ACTIVITY TITLE
Training on Social Safeguards and Gender Policies
Integration in Watershed Management Planning
Social Safeguards and Gender Development
Gender and Development and Social Safeguards
Study
Rural Infrastructure Subproject Development
Workshop
Gender and Development and Social Safeguards
Study
Orientation on Rural Infrastructure Guidelines (with
social and environment consideration)
Orientation on Rural Infrastructure Guidelines (with
social and environment consideration)
Levelling-off Workshop on RI Implementation
Workshop on Review and preparation of subproject
Proposals
Social and Environmental Safeguards Workshop
Environmental Governance Training and Consensus
Building and Conflict Resolution Workshop

IV.

DATE
25 to 27 May
2016
June 28 to 1 July
2016
20 August 2016

UNIT
WIURB/RPCO

12 to 16
September 2016
20 September
2016
24 to 27 October
2016
16 to 18
November 2016
23 to 24
November 2016
5 to 9 December
2016
7 to 9 December
2016
13 to 14
December 2016

BURB/RPCO

CURB/RPCO
CURB/RPCO

CURB/RPCO
CURB/RPCO/CESM
CURB/RPCO/CESM
NPCO
WIURB/RPCO/PPMO
BURB/RPCO
CESM /WIRB

Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM)

21.
INREMP drafted a TB (TB No. 13, S2016) in 2016, Grievance Redress Mechanism
Framework but it was deferred in lieu of priority concerns in project implementation.
22.
GRM and procedures for the rural infrastructure subprojects are incorporated in all the
36 subproject proposal documents prepared (on-going). GRM in NRM investments are
incorporated in 131 CMPs prepared and in 167 IPO/PO contracts/subproject proposals.
Currently, INREMP does not have information/data if GRM is already installed or in operation.
V.

Plans for the next monitoring period

23.
In the succeeding period, among the key activities that need to be conducted to
efficiently monitor safeguards activities and compliance are:






Follow through cascading safeguards requirements and compliance activities in
incorporating safeguards in CMPs and subproject proposals.
Collection and collation of safeguards compliance including minutes and
attendance of community consultations.
Schedule Series of workshop to draft and finalize environmental and social
safeguards monitoring tool
GRM installation/activation and/or orientation of procedures, monitoring and
documentation.
Drafting of TB on amendments on RI Guidelines
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VI.

Conclusion

24.
The project is partially compliant to both environmental and social safeguards. Among
key issues identified were non submission of CMPs or IP Plans, the need to further strengthen
staff capacity in screening of safeguards in subproject proposals, mitigation planning and
monitoring.
25.
This period focused on moving INREMP to catch up with the targets, both physical and
financial. Delays in implementation of NRM and RI have been noted. These have been
addressed by streamlining of processes, and requirements; conduct of parallel compliance
activities; safeguards screening checklists simplified and contextualized and safeguards
templates for screening have been agreed upon. TB’s were likewise issued by INREMP to
assist project staff and implementers in subproject development.
26.
Component/output 2 of INREMP has most of the anticipated safeguards impact,
specifically NRM and RI. In terms of physical progress, NRM subprojects are already at
various stages of subproject development and implementation while most of the RI
subprojects are either at subproject development or procurement stage and none have been
implemented yet. As such, there is a need to improve safeguards compliance by strengthening
staff support and intensify capacity building in safeguards screening and planning, firming up
data collection and collation, improve tools and mechanisms for monitoring including the GRM.
VII.

Annexes
Annex 1. List of Technical Bulletins issued in CY-2014 to CY 2016

Year/TB No.
2014
2014
TB 2014-01

2015
3/9/2015
TB-02

3/9/2015
TB 03 and
04

7/10/15
TB-05

8/2015

Title

Features

Selection Guide for the
Rural Infrastructure
Subprojects under
INREMP Comp. 2




Pre-qualification/selection activities and
Classification of eligible rural infrastructure
subprojects (access road, communal irrigation,
potable water supply, trading center and postharvest facilities)

Subproject
Development in
Agroforestry



Technical requirements and considerations in
subproject identification
Standard costings
Users/participants
Procedures/key activities
Procurement process
Key outputs in the design monitoring framework
Technical requirements and considerations in
subproject identification
Standard costings
Users/participants
Procedures/key activities
Procurement process
Key outputs in the design monitoring framework

Subproject
Development in
Reforestation and
Assisted Natural
Regeneration, and
Commercial Forest
Farm and Tree
Plantation
Supplemental TB for
NRM Subproject
Development under
INREMP
RI Guidelines













“PO’s with no tenure can be considered for contracting
under above-mentioned subprojects provided the
application requirements for CBFM were substantially
processed by concerned offices”
 SPD Development
 Social Safeguards/Gender and IP in SPD
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8/26/15
TB 1-1

8/26/2015
FMP-201401

Supplemental
Guidelines on the
Identification of access
roads, foot trails and/or
tire tracks under
Comp.2-Smallholder
and Institutional
Investment and RI
Adoption of FMP TB
2014-01



Criteria for ELIGIBLE AND INELIGIBLE existing
access roads, foot trails/tire tracks for
rehabilitation



Adoption of FMP Guidelines and Procedures in
the Conduct of Organizational Arrangement of
Target POs withion 24 subwatersheds covered
by FMP
Implementation Guide for Organizational
Assessment
Conduct of Organizational Assessment
Technical considerations in identifying CBPM
Users/participants
Cost and financing
Procedures/key activities
Procurement process
Key outputs in the design monitoring framework
Technical considerations in mainstreaming social
safeguards and gender
Users/participants
Procedures/key activities
Procurement process
Key outputs in the design monitoring framework



12/21/15
TB-09-2015

12/4/15
TB-08

2016
12/8/2016
TB 2016-10

Subproject
Development for
CBPM

Social Safeguards and
Gender Mainstreaming
Guidelines under
INREMP

Guidelines for the
Development and
Implementation of
Livelihood
Enhancement Support
(LES) of INREMP
























Activities in determining LES
Capacity Building
Bussiness Model
Eligibility Requirements for Infrastructure and
equipment support to LES
Fund Source
Users/participants
Procedures/key activities
Procurement process
Fund releases
Monitoring and Evaluation
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Annex 2. List of CMPs and POs/IPOs
Watershed

Municipal LGU

Barangay

PO/IPO Name

Tenurial
Instrument

Area
covered by
community
(in
hectares)

Plan
prepare
d
(CRMF/
CMP)

Indigenous Peoples of Saruyong Hills (IPSH),Inc.
(RI)
Farmers Association of Mendis (FAME)

Ancestral
Domain Claim
CBFMA
Applicant
CBFMA
Applicant
CBFMA
Applicant
CBFMA
Applicant
CBFMA
Applicant
CBFMA

1120

CMP

2712

CMP

Integrated Social Forestry Farmers in Kitingting
(ISFFAK), Inc.
PO Buyot Upland Farmers Association (PO
BUFA), Inc (RI)
Bobong Watershed Farmers Association
(BWASA),Inc.
Bayanihan Millenium Multi-Purpose Cooperative
(BMMPC)
Mat-I Agroforest Development Association
(MAGDA)
Mat-I Higaonon Free Farmers Association
(MAHIFFA)
Pugaan Upland Growers Association (PUGA)

310

CMP

507

CMP

342

CMP

1838

CMP

1500

CMP

CBFMA
Applicant
CBFMA

1700

CMP

395

CMP

Bukidnon Upper River Basin (BURB)
1

Muleta

Maramag

2

Muleta

Pangantucan

Kuya,
Danggawan
Mendis

3

Muleta

Damulog

Kitingting

4

Muleta

Don Carlos

Buyot

5

Muleta

Kitaotao

Bobong

6

Muleta

Pangantucan

Pigtauranan

7

Claveria

Mat-i

Claveria

Mat-i

Claveria

Sta. Cruz

Cagayan de Oro
City

Dansolihon

Tungao Dayunan Higaonon Dumagat Farmers
Association (TUDAHIDUFA)

CBFMA

1000

CMP

Cagayan de Oro
City

Dansolihon

Butay, Eva, Macopa Higa-onon Farmers
Association (BUEMAHIFA)

CBFMA

1300

CMP

Cagayan de Oro
City

Dansolihon

Kapunongan sa Bato Uplanad Tribal Tillers (KABUTT), Inc.

CBFMA

320

CMP

13

Tagoloan River
Basin
Tagoloan River
Basin
Tagoloan River
Basin
Cagayan de
Oro River
Basin
Cagayan de
Oro River
Basin
Cagayan de
Oro River
Basin
Manupali

Valencia

Lilingayon

CADC

4065

CMP

14

Manupali

Valencia

Lilingayon

Bayawon Lucday Lungayan Pendunay Talaandig
Tribal Association (BLLUPENTRAS)
Salsalan hu Kakatao (SHK)

1975

CMP

15

Manupali

Valencia

Mt. Nebo

CBFMA
Applicant
Manggayahay Talaandig Tribal Association (MANTALA), Inc.

16

Manupali

Lantapan

Songco

Bol-ogan Tribal Council (BOTRICO)

PACBARMA

142

CMP

17

Manupali

Lantapan

Victory

MAISFFA

435

CMP

18

Manupali

Lantapan

Victory

VASER, Inc.

CBFMA
Applicant
CBFMA

570

CMP

19

Sawaga

Malaybalay

Managok

CMP

Sawaga

Malaybalay

Sinanglanan

CBFM
Applicant
CBFMA

780

20

880

CMP

21

Sawaga

Malaybalay

San Jose

Upper Balongkot Small Farmers and Farme
Workers Association (UBSFAFWA), Inc.
San Roque, Mahayahay, Malapgap Organization
(SRMMOI), Inc.
San Jose CBFM Association (SJCBFMA), Inc.

250

CMP

22

Sawga

Malaybalay

Mapayag

CBFMA
Applicant
CBFMA

350

CMP

23

Sawaga

Malaybalay

Miglamin

24

Tagoloan River
Basin
Tagoloan River
Basin
Tagoloan River
Basin
Tagoloan River
Basin
Tagoloan River
Basin
Tagoloan River
Basin

Malitbog

San Luis

CADT

5000

CMP

Malitbog

San Luis

CADC

6000

CMP

Malitbog

San Luis

Itoy Amusig Higaonon Tribal Community
Organization (IAHTCO)
Tagmaray Kalipay San luis Mabuhay Association
(TAKASAMA)
Sabangaan Madasigon Association (SMA)

CADC

150

CMP

Impasugong

Calampigan

CADC

1000

CMP

Impasugong

Dumalaguing

Makatagbaw Higaonon Tribal Group Association
(MAHITRIGA)
Dumalaguing Farmers Association (DFA) (RI)

CBFMA

2815

CMP

Manolo Fortich

Dalirig

Gun-oban Dapulan Farmers Association
(GUDAFA) (RI)

CBFMA

227.52

CMP

8
9
10

11

12

25
26
27
28
29

Kalabasahon, Sinaburan Tribal Farmers
Association (KASTRIFA), Inc.
MIGKAUMA

CMP

CMP
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30

Cagayan de
Baungon
Oro River
Basin
Cagayan de
Baungon
Oro River
Basin
Cagayan de
Baungon
Oro River
Basin
Cagayan de
Talakag
Oro River
Basin
AgusanLibona
Cugman
Cagayan de
Talakag
Oro River
Basin
Cagayan de
Talakag
Oro River
Basin
Chico Upper River Basin (CURB)

Lacolac

Lacolac Higaonon Farmers Association

CADT
Applicant

San Vicente

Kalanganan San Vicente Farmers Association

CBFMA

CMP

San Vicente

Sitio Kalanganan San Vicente Farmers
Association

CBFMA

CMP

Tagbak

Tagbak Upland Agroforestry Farmers Association

CBFMA

Maambong

Maambong Upland Farmers Anak Bukid
Association
Dumalaging Masimag Tagbak Salimbalan Alan
(DUMA TA SA ALAN) Tribal Association

Baylanan

37

BAAGMADOLI

Bontoc

Dalican

38

BAAGMADOLI

Bontoc

39

BAAGMADOLI

40

31

32

33

34
35

2000

CMP

CMP

CMP
CADT

32000

CMP

Dagundalahon Liguron Baylanan (DALIBA)
Higaonon Talaandig Tribe Ancestral Domain
Claim

CADT

1000

CMP

CMP

Sadanga

Bekigan

Bumawe Rural Farmers Association Inc.

BAAGMADOLI

Bontoc

Guinaang

Angpaen Livelihood Organization Inc.

41

BAAGMADOLI

Sadanga

Sacasacan

42

BAAGMADOLI

Bontoc

Maligcong

Barangay Sacasacan Ugnash Womens
Association Inc.
Fabuyan Womens Association

43

BAAGMADOLI

Sadanga

Demang

44

BAAGMADOLI

Bontoc

Dalican

Yuma-a Demang Irrigators Association,
Incorporated
Dalican Agroforestry Organization

45

BAAGMADOLI

Sadanga

Saclit

Patyayan Farmers Association

46

BAAGMADOLI

Bontoc

Tococan

Chag-chag Farmers Association, Inc.

47

BAAGMADOLI

Bontoc

Tococan

Kay-ya-a Women Farmers Association

48

BAAGMADOLI

Bontoc

Talubin

Lukkat Irrigators' Association,

49

BAAGMADOLI

Bontoc

Talubin

Doddo Talubin Farmers Association Inc.

50

BAAGMADOLI

Bontoc

Talubin

Tufeng Riverside Greeners Organization Inc.

51

BAAGMADOLI

Bontoc

Talubin

52

BAAGMADOLI

Bontoc

Bontoc Ili

Zumayngan Indigenous Farmers and
Development Workers Association Inc.
Bontoc Sangngan Irrigators Association

53

PITA/TABUK

Tabuk City

Dupag

54

PITA/TABUK

Tabuk City

Bagumbayan

Dupag-Sadog Farmer Benificiaries Irrigator
Association Inc.
Gawidan Mallin-awaan Marketing Cooperative

55

PITA/TABUK

Tabuk City

Dupag

Patoc Sabangan Minanga Farmers Association

56

PITA/TABUK

Tabuk City

Guilayon

Guilayon Coffee Growers Credit Cooperative

57

PITA/TABUK

Tabuk City

Nambucayan

Nambucayan Corn Farmers Association

CADT
Application
CADT
Application
CADT
Application
CADT
Application
CADT
Application
CADT
Application
CADT
Application
CADT
Application
CADT
Application
CADT
Application
CADT
Application
CADT
Application
CADT
Application
CADT
Application
CADT
Application
CADT
Application
NCIP
Certification
NCIP
Certification
NCIP
Certification
Certificate of
Ancestral
Domain Title
(CADT)
Certificate of
Ancestral
Domain Title
(CADT)

580.47

Dalican

New Generation Of Upper Babaey Association
Inc.
Association Of Cow Raisers In The Upper West

36

Tagbak

5000

CMP
3194.01

IPP

1070.51

IPP

673.84

IPP

1733.53

IPP

1020.49

IPP

580.47

IPP

1244.9

IPP

2280.54

IPP
IPP

5583.82

IPP
IPP
IPP
IPP

1938.82

IPP

1442

IPP

1947

IPP

1442

IPP

1753

CMP

3848

CMP

17

58

PITA/TABUK

Tabuk City

Nambucayan

Nambucayan Upland Farmers Association

59

PITA/TABUK

Tabuk City

Amlao

Guimpong Credit Cooperative

60

PITA/TABUK

Tabuk City

Amlao

Pon-ad Farmers Irrigators Association

61

PITA/TABUK

Tabuk City

Amlao

Banga-banga Coffee Growers Association

62

PITA/TABUK

Tabuk City

Bado Dangwa

Isla Madapdapig Irrigators Association Inc.

63

PITA/TABUK

Pinukpuk

Magaogao

Magaogao Paniki-Purpose Cooperitive

64

PITA/TABUK

Tabuk City

Dilag

65

BARLIGTANUDAN
BARLIGTANUDAN
BARLIGTANUDAN
BARLIGTANUDAN

Tanudan

Lower Mangali

Basao Dilag Community Association For Rural
Empowerment
Kabalikat ng Bayan sa Ikabubuti ng Tanan

Tanudan

Mangali Centro

Mothers Association of Rural Entrepreneurs

IPP

Tanudan

Malyawan Farmers Irrigators Association Inc.

CMP

Forest Restoration at Tanudan Association

CMP

69

BARLIGTANUDAN

Tanudan

Lower and
Upper Taloctoc
Babbanoy,
Lower and
Upper Lubo
Gaang

Gaang Tribal Unity for Development

CMP

70

Barlig

Latang

Siblaw Taraw Latang Organization Inc.

IPP

71

BARLIGTANUDAN
SALTAN

Balbalan

Balbalan
Proper

Dao Waters Association (DAWA)

72

SALTAN

Balbalan

Maling

Bagwang Maling Farmers Saving and Livelihood
Association Inc.

73

SALTAN

Balbalan

Dao-angan

Dao-angan Farmers Association (DFA)

74

SALTAN

Balbalan

Balantoy

Pamukukan Balantoy Irrigators Association Inc.

75

SALTAN

Balbalan

Poswoy

Poswoy Farmers Association for Development
(PFAD)

76

SALTAN

Balbalan

Poswoy

Poswoy Indigenous Farmers Multi-Pupose
Organization (PIFMO)

77

SALTAN

Balbalan

Ab-abaan

Ababa-an Farmers Association (AFA)

78

CONNER

Conner

Manag

Manag Farmers Association

79

CONNER

Conner

Guinaang

Guinaang Community Development Association
(GUICOMDA)

66
67
68

Tanudan

Certificate of
Ancestral
Domain Title
(CADT)
NCIP
Certification
NCIP
Certification
NCIP
Certification
NCIP
Certification
NCIP
Certification
NCIP
Certification

3848

CMP

2204

CMP

2204

CMP

2204

CMP

469

CMP

999

IPP

1575

IPP
IPP

Certificate of
Ancestral
Domain Claim
(CADC)
Certificate of
Ancestral
Domain Claim
(CADC)
Certificate of
Ancestral
Domain Claim
(CADC)
Certificate of
Ancestral
Domain Claim
(CADC)
Certificate of
Ancestral
Domain Claim
(CADC)
Certificate of
Ancestral
Domain Claim
(CADC)
Certificate of
Ancestral
Domain Claim
(CADC)
Community
Based Forest
Management
Agreement
(CBFMA)
Community
Based Forest
Management
Agreement
(CBFMA)

1357.45

CMP

937.7

CMP

1079.63

CMP

2616.96

CMP

2789.62

CMP

CMP

1079.63

CMP

1143.07

CMP

3112.19

CMP

18

80

CONNER

Kabugao

Lenneng

Lenneng Tribal Timpuyog Association (LTTA)

917.99

CMP

2116.81

CMP

Guesang Farmers Organization, Inc.

Certificate of
Ancestral
Domain Claim
(CADC)
To be
converted to
CBFMA
CADT/CADC

81

CONNER

Conner

Ili

Ili Seedling Growers and Farmers Association
(ISGAFA)

82

KABAMAAM

Sagada

Banga-an

178.28

CMP

83

KABAMAAM

Sabangan

84

KABAMAAM

Sabangan

Antadao

Yanganot Bloomers Association, Inc.

CADC

731.42

CMP

Bun-ayan

Ginolot Producers Farmers Association Inc.

728.95

IPP

Sabangan

Capinitan

Capinitan CARP ISF Farmers Association

533.58

IPP

KABAMAAM

Bauko

Poblacion

Domog, Degwey Tubeng Womens Organization
Inc.

571.7

IPP

87

KABAMAAM

Abatan

Poblacion

Poblacion Abatan Tricycle Drivers Operators and
Association

177.66

IPP

88

SURUNG

Tinglayan

Bugnay

Bugnay Upland Farmers Association

89

SURUNG

Tinglayan

Bugnay

Save The Chico River Association

90

SURUNG

Tinglayan

Buscalan

Buscalan Christian Association

91

SURUNG

Tinglayan

Ngibat

Ngibat Farmers Association

92

SURUNG

Tinglayan

Ngibat

Ngibat Savings And Loan Association

93

SURUNG

Tinglayan

But-but proper

Kalla And Kayao Irrigator’s Association Inc.

94

SURUNG

Tinglayan

But-but proper

Atanchan Farmers Association

95

SURUNG

Tinglayan

Loccong

Loccong Farmers Association

96

SURUNG

Tinglayan

Sumadel II

Sumadel Community Consumers Cooperative

97

SURUNG

Tinglayan

Sumadel I

Sumadel I Women Farmers Organization

98

SURUNG

Tinglayan

Belong manubal

Belong Man- Ubal Farmers Association

NCIP
Certification
(Ancestral
Domain)
For Application
of CADT
NCIP
Certification
(Ancestral
Domain)
NCIP
Certification
(Ancestral
Domain)
Certificate of
Ancestral
Domain Claim
(CADC)
Certificate of
Ancestral
Domain Claim
(CADC)
Certificate of
Ancestral
Domain Claim
(CADC)
Certificate of
Ancestral
Domain Claim
(CADC)
Certificate of
Ancestral
Domain Claim
(CADC)
Certificate of
Ancestral
Domain Claim
(CADC)
Certificate of
Ancestral
Domain Claim
(CADC)
Certificate of
Ancestral
Domain Claim
(CADC)
Certificate of
Ancestral
Domain Claim
(CADC)
Certificate of
Ancestral
Domain Claim
(CADC)
Certificate of
Ancestral
Domain Claim
(CADC)

85

KABAMAAM

86

CMP

CMP

1556

CMP

366

CMP

CMP

771

CMP

CMP

3846

CMP

877

CMP

707

CMP

CMP

19

99

SURUNG

Tinglayan

Mallango

Mallango Farmers Association

100

SURUNG

Tinglayan

Dananao

Acopo-op Irrigators Association

101

CAL-OWAN

Pinukpuk

Magaogao

Magaogao Paniki Farmers Multi-Purpose
Cooperative

102

CAL-OWAN

Pinukpuk

Magaogao

Magaogao Guinatan Womens Association

103

CAL-OWAN

Pinukpuk

Pinococ

Pinococ Communal Pastureland Association

104

CAL-OWAN

Pinukpuk

Malagnat

Maliguy Abungan Farmers Association

105

CAL-OWAN

Pinukpuk

Katabbogan

Katabbogan Agroforest Farmers Association

106

CAL-OWAN

Pinukpuk

Katabbogan

Katabbogan Agroforestry Farmers Association

107

CAL-OWAN

Pinukpuk

ABCD Farmers Association

108

CAL-OWAN

Conner

Junction
Pinukpuk
Daga

109

CAL-OWAN

Conner

Puguin

110

CAL-OWAN

Conner

Banban

Progressive And Unified Group Of Upland
Inhabitants (Puguin)
Banban Regreeners Organization (Bro)

Daga Greening Association

Certificate of
Ancestral
Domain Claim
(CADC)
Certificate of
Ancestral
Domain Claim
(CADC)
NCIP
Certification/CB
FMA
NCIP
Certification
NCIP
Certification
NCIP
Certification/CB
FMA
NCIP
Certification
NCIP
Certification/CB
FMA
NCIP
Certification
CADT
Application
CADT
Application
CADT
Application

CMP

1555

IPP

1386

CMP

CMP
1836

CMP

724

CMP

1533

CMP
CMP

1282

CMP

2243

CMP

1310

CMP

2339

CMP

Wahig-Inanbangga River Basin (WIRB)
111

Pilar

Lundag

LETMULCO

CADC

215.03

IPP

Sierra Bullones

Cantaub

CADC

317.39

IPP

Duero

Taytay

Cantaub Visayan ESKAYA Farmers Association
(CAVESFA)
LUMAD Multi-purpose Cooperative

CADC

152.05

IPP

Pilar

San Vicente

NMSVA

CBFMA

359.02

CMP

Sierra Bullones

Abachanan

Kaumay Farmers Association (KAFA)

116

WahigPamacsalan
WahigPamacsalan
WahigPamacsalan
WahigPamacsalan
WahigPamacsalan
Dagohoy

Danao

Concepcion

952

CMP

117

Dagohoy

Dagohoy

La Esperanza

Concepcion Livelihood and Environmental
Association Project ( CLEAP)
LAESFA

CBFM
applicant
CBFMA

118

Dagohoy

Danao

Remedios

119

Danao

Buenavista

Catigbian

120

Danao

Talibon

Magsaysay

121

Danao

Buenavista

122

Danao

Danao

Nueva
Montańa
San Carlos

123

Danao

Danao

San Miguel

124

Danao

Buenavista

125

Danao

126
127

112
113
114
115

CMP

CBFMA

404

CMP

Kapunungan Mag-uuma sa Remedios
(KAMARE)
Catigbian Waterworks and Sanitation Association
( CAWSA)
Magsaysay Farmers Association (MAFA)

CBFM
applicant
CBFMA

268

CMP

548.5

CMP

CBFMA

789.05

CMP

CBFMA

692.8

CMP
CMP

1375.8

CMP

433.41

CMP

Danao

Dagohoy

Dagohoy Association for Progress

762.72

CMP

Inabanga

Inabanga

Ilaya

ISFA

CBFM
applicant
CBFM
applicant
CBFM
applicant
CBFM
applicant
CBFMA

1469.6

Lusong

Mag-uumang Nagkahiusa sa Nueva Montańa (
MANANUM)
San Carlos Association for Rehabilitation of
Environmental Denudation ( SCARED)
San Miguel Association Resource Team
(SMART)
Lusong United Farmers Association ( LUFA)

457

CMP

Inabanga

Inabanga

Sua

Sua Small Farmers Association (SUSFAA)

CBFMA

74.22

CMP

128

Inabanga

Inabanga

San Jose

CMP

Inabanga

Danao

Cabatuan

CBFM
applicant
CBFM
applicant

92

129

San Jose Inabanga Peoples Organization Inc.
(SJIPOI)
Rowena Heights Farmers Association (ROHFA)

375.24

CMP

20

130

Inabanga

Danao

Cabatuan

Cabatuan Upland Farmers Association (CUFAS)

131

Inabanga

Danao

Taming

Taming Agrarian Reform Community Famers
Association (TARCFA)

No.

URB

LGU
Proponent

RI Subproject Title

1

BURB

Malaybalay

2

BURB

Kibawe

3

BURB

Damulog

4

BURB

Pangantucan

5

BURB

Malitbog

6

BURB

Kadingilan

7

BURB

Valencia

8

BURB

9

BURB

Manolo
Fortich
Impasugong

10

BURB

Sumilao

11

BURB

Talakag

12

BURB

Baungon

13

BURB

Maramag

14

BURB

Kitaotao

15

BURB

Don Carlos

16

BURB

Libona

17

BURB

Claveria

18

WIRB

Danao

19

WIRB

Danao

20

WIRB

Duero

21

WIRB

Duero

22

WIRB

Dagohoy

23

WIRB

Alicia

24

WIRB

Inabanga

25

WIRB

Inabanga

26

WIRB

Inabanga

27

WIRB

Trinidad

28

WIRB

Pilar

Rehabilitation of Can-ayan, Kibalabag,
Manalog Access Road
Rehabilitation of New Kidapawan
Poblacion-Basiawon Access Road
Rehabilitation of Purok 1 to Purok 3 via
Purok 2 San Isidro Access Road
Rehabilitation of New EdenConcepcion Access Road and Foot
Trail
Rehabilitation of Impahanong-BayawaLinabo Access Road
Rehabilitation of Rapagas-Macao
Access Road
Rehabilitation of Tandacol Access
Road
Rehabilitation of Mangima-Ticala
Access Road
Provision of Tagoloan Spillway and
Rehabilitation of Dimalaguing Access
Road
Rehabilitation of Panginuman-Bukad
Access Road
Rehabilitation and Improvement of
Liguron-Cosina Access Road
Upgrading of Kalanganan-Tumalaong
Farm to Market Road
Rehabilitation and Improvement of Sitio
Villa Ocaya Access Road
Rehabilitation of Bobong-Bershiba
Farm to Market Road
Rehabilitation of Access Road at Brgy.
Buyot
Improvement and Rehabilitation of
Maambong Access Road
Proposed Level II Potable Water
System
Rehabilitation of Sitio Proper to Sitio
Sta. Ana Access Road
Rehabilitation of Sitio Proper to Sitio
Caluasan Access Road
Rehabilitation of Tinago-Pilpilon Access
Road
Improvement of Taytay Water System
Level 2
Rehabilitation and Improvement of
FMR of Cagawasan, Dagohoy-Sitio
Sta. Ana, Concepcion, Danao
Rehabilitation of Katipunan Proper-La
Union Access Road
Rehabilitation/improvement of
Barangay Sua Water System Level II
Rehabilitation/improvement of
Barangay San Jose Water System
Level II
Rehabilitation of Sitio Sak-sak (Sua)Sitio Cansua-ob (San Jose) Access
Road with Foot Trail
Rehabilitation of Sitio Maonglinis
Kauswagan Access Road
Provision of Lundag Water Supply
Level II

CBFM
applicant
CBFM
applicant

302.16

CMP
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CMP

Annex 3. List of Rural Infrastructure Subprojects
Type of
Proposal
Prepared
Full blown

Status

Full blown

ADB NOL on August
2016/Withdraw
Ongoing finalization of SPD
and preparation of DED
Ongoing SPD preparation

Full blown

Ongoing SPD preparation

Full blown

Ongoing SPD preparation

Full blown

Ongoing SPD preparation

Full blown

Ongoing SPD preparation

Full blown

Dropped

Full blown

Ongoing SPD preparation

Concept

Not eligible

Concept

For validation

Concept

For validation

Concept

For validation

Concept

For validation

Concept

For validation

Concept

For validation

Concept

For validation

Full blown

Ongoing SPD preparation

Full blown

Ongoing SPD preparation

Full blown

Ongoing SPD preparation

Full blown

Ongoing SPD preparation

Full blown

Ongoing SPD preparation

Full blown

Ongoing SPD preparation

Full blown

Ongoing SPD preparation

Full blown

Ongoing SPD preparation

Full blown

Ongoing SPD preparation

Full blown

Ongoing SPD preparation

Full blown

Ongoing SPD preparation

Full blown

21

29

WIRB

Pilar

30

WIRB

Pilar

31

WIRB

32

WIRB

33

WIRB

34

WIRB

Sierra
Bullones
Sierra
Bullones
Sierra
Bullones
Buenavista

35

WIRB

Talibon

36

WIRB

San Miguel

Rehabilitation of Lundag-Sitio Cogonon
Access Road
Rehabilitation of Lundag-San Vicente
Access Road
Improvement of Abachanan Communal
Irrigation System
Improvement of Lataban Water System
Level II
Rehabilitation of Lataban-Cantaub
Access Road
Rehabilitation of PanghagbanCatigbian Access Road
Rehabilitation of Magsaysay Access
Road
Rehabilitation of Caluasan Access
Road

Full blown

Ongoing SPD preparation

Full blown

Ongoing SPD preparation

Full blown

Ongoing SPD preparation

Full blown

Ongoing SPD preparation

Full blown

Ongoing SPD preparation

Full blown

Ongoing SPD preparation

Full blown

Ongoing SPD preparation

Full blown

Ongoing SPD preparation

22
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23

24

25

26

27

28

Annex 5. Sample EIAMMP of LGU Malaybalay
Potential Impacts and Mitigating Measures (Pre-Construction Phase)
Specific Activities and
Potential Impacts
Conduct of planning,
identification and
prioritization of the project,
preparation of detailed
engineering plans and
programs of work for all
sub-project types.
- sub-project sitting
posing adverse impact
to environment and
immediate surroundings
- lack of information
and/or low participation
of the community,
particularly women,
indigenous peoples and
marginalized sectors
- ROW conflict between
and among land owners

Mitigating Measures
-

project sites validation

-

hold consultative
meetings with equal
representation of men
and women of project
beneficiaries and
affected persons on the
project components
and management plan
ensure Field Based
Investigation (FBI) and
Free, Prior and
Informed Consent
(FPIC) have been
secured from the IP
Communities
encompassing the
project site

-

Implementation
Arrangement and Budget
- proponent to conduct
field validation of
proposed project sites
- during the Project
conceptualization and
initial design stage and
prior to finalization of
design, the proponent
shall invite
representatives from all
sectors of the community
for the conduct of
orientation and generate
reactions and comments
for integration into final
Project design
- NCIP shall be involved in
case the area has IP
community
Budget: LGU Funds


force

recruitment of work

-

entry of external
workforce that may trigger
interpersonal conflict

give hiring preference
to
qualified
local
community residents,
particularly those who
will be affected

-

give hiring preference
to
qualified
Indigenous Peoples in
project sites located in
IP domain or occupied
by IP communities

-


initial sourcing and
procurement of
construction materials
-

possible illegal or
unauthorized sourcing
of construction

-

limit entry of external
workforce to highly
specialized work items
if not available within
locality and ensure
briefing
on
proper
conduct and behavior
while in the locality
procure construction
materials from sources
with valid
environmental
clearances, i.e. for
sand and gravel, from
those with DENR-

-

during recruitment of
construction workers, the
proponent shall ensure
that qualified community
members
are
given
priority in recruitment of
workforce
by
the
contractor; this will be
stipulated in the Contract
documents

-

contractor
have
to
conduct
briefing
to
external workforce prior
to entry into project area

Budget: LGU Funds

-

prior to mobilization, the
contractor
shall
coordinate with LGUs
and barangay officials
on legal sources of
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materials from private
properties or prohibited
areas

MGB/EMB permits; for
timber resources, from
those with valid DENRFMB/EMB permit

construction materials
within the area
Budget: LGU Funds

Potential Impacts and Mitigating Measures (Construction Phase)
Specific Activities and
Mitigating Measures
Potential Impacts

mobilization
of - avoid night-time
mobilization
equipment, workers and
wet areas of dust
materials
sources along vehicle
route
- increase in suspended
dust Particulates along - cover cargoes with
tarpaulin sheets or
unpaved
Roads,
equivalent covering
obnoxious
gas
and
ensure compliance of
particulat emissions and
equipment to
increased noise levels
manufacturers’
along the transport route
maintenance
of the heavy equipment
requirement and to
- increased
community
government emission
hazards to vehicular
standards
accidents along the
- set speed limit to 15
transport route
kph when passing
through populated area
- provide appropriate
warning signs and
lighting
- ensure strict
observance of traffic
rules


construction
of bunkhouses, motor pool and
storage area
-

-

increase in Biochemical
Oxygen
Demand
(BOD) load and debris
in the water body due to
improper disposal of
sanitary
and
solid
waste from the workers’
base camp
contamination by oil,

-

provision
of
toilet
facilities to workers
provision of trash bins
for proper segregation
and
disposal
of
biodegradables
from
non-biodegradables
provide concrete lined
ring canals with grease
traps or concrete catch
basins around fueling
tanks, motor pool and
maintenance areas

-

-

-

-

Implementation
Arrangement
Contract to stipulate
measures for
compliance by
contractor
the contractor shall
spray water on dusty
routes along populated
areas with a water
truck during
mobilization
contractor to mobilize
only equipmen that
are compliant to
manufacturers’
maintenance
requirements and
government emission
standards
Barangay officials to
coordinate with
contractor in setting up
warning signs and
monitoring speed limits
and compliance to
traffic rules

Budget: from the loan funds
awarded to contractor
- contractor
to
use
portable bunkhouses
with complete sanitary
facilities if appropriate
or provide temporary
septic tanks within field
office compound
- trash bins to be brought
in by contractor during
mobilization and trash
collection
to
be
coordinated
with
barangay officials
- construction
of
concrete lined ring
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Specific Activities and
Potential Impacts
grease and fuel spills
from heavy equipment
and storage areas


Demobilization
equipment, workers
materials
-

-

-

Mitigating Measures
-

of and
-

increase in suspended
dust Particulates along
unpaved roads,
obnoxious gas and
particulate emissions
and increased noise
levels along the
transport route of the
heavy equipment
increased community
hazards of vehicular
accidents along the
transport route
improper disposal of
waste causing garbage
pile up
and obnoxious odor

-

-

-

-

-

-


staking, clearing and
grubbing

-

-

-

damages to standing
crops and other
structures
localized tree cutting or
vegetation clearing and
disturbance to wildlife

-

-

collect used oils in
containers and sell to
licensed recyclers

avoid night-time
demobilization
wet areas of dust
sources along vehicle
route
cover cargoes with
tarpaulin sheets or any
equivalent
ensure compliance of
equipment to
manufacturers’
maintenance
requirements and to
government emission
standards
set speed limit to 15
kph when passing
through populated area
provide appropriate
warning signs and
lighting
ensure strict
observance of traffic
rules
conduct clearing and
cleaning operation
prior to demobilization

avoid indiscriminate
cutting of vegetation
prior acquisition of
Tree Cutting Permit
compliance with
conditions in secured
permits
implementation of tree
planting around the
facility

Implementation
Arrangement
canals and grease
traps to be done by
contractor
during
construction of motor
pool
Budget: from loan funds
awarded to contractor
- contract to stipulate
measures for
compliance by
contractor
- the contractor shall
spray water on dusty
routes along populated
areas with a water
truck during
demobilization
- contractor to repair
broken down
equipment prior to
demobilization or
transport unserviceable
ones by trailer
- Barangay officials to
coordinate with
contractor in setting up
warning signs and
monitoring speed limits
and compliance to
traffic rules
- contractor to seek
clearance from
barangay officials prior
to demobilization
Budget: from loan funds
awarded to contractor
- contract to stipulate
prohibition
of
indiscriminate cutting
during clearing and
grubbing operations
- cutting permit from
Department
of
Environment
and
Natural
Resources
(DENR) or Municipal
Local Government Unit
(MLGU)
prior
to
clearing and grubbing
operations
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Specific Activities and
Potential Impacts

Mitigating Measures
-

-


installation
of scaffoldings and shoring for
spillway
works,
cross
drainage structures, dams and flood protection works
-

-

-

exposure of workers to
hazard of flashfloods in
construction works
along
rivers and creeks
obstruction of natural
flow of water along
rivers and creeks
obstruction of public
access during
construction of
drainages

-

-

-

-



grading works

-

schedule construction
works during drier
months
engage and instruct
upstream barangay
residents to send
warning calls
(cellphone or other
means of
communication) during
heavy rains for
possible headwater
flash floods
leave enough channel
opening for unobstructed
river flow
follow natural drainage
paths when constructing
road drainage canals
and installing culverts
provide access through
site by proper
scheduling of
rehabilitation works or
assigning worker to
handle traffic
management
provide detour or
alternate route

avoid night-time
construction works

Implementation
Arrangement
community
and
contractor to implement
tree planting in areas
prone to erosion with
proponent support
community
and
barangay officials to
monitor
contractor
compliance
to
conditions in contract
and permits

Budget: from loan funds
awarded to contractor
- contractor to consult
with local residents on
climate and flooding
behavior of waterways
as basis for timing of
implementation for
these work items
- contractor to
coordinate with
barangay officials in
engaging upstream
local residents for
warning calls with
appropriate
compensation
arrangement
- contractor to properly
locate scaffolding
without obstructing the
natural flow of
waterway
- contractor to construct
or designate a
temporary and safe
alternate route before
construction begins
and assign a traffic
marshal for as long as
traffic is expected
- Project Engineer (PE)
to monitor work
progress on a daily
basis
Budget: from loan funds
awarded to contractor
- the contractor shall
spray water along
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-

-

-

-

-

Specific Activities and
Potential Impacts
increase in suspended
dust
particulates, obnoxious
gas
and particulate
emissions and increased
noise levels during
grading and excavation
works
obstruction of public
access through roads
during grading
operation and
excavation works
destabilization of slopes
and soil erosion during
excavation works
obstruction of natural
and redirected flow of
water during excavation
works along roads, cross
drainage structures and
flood control works
increase in total
suspended solids,
browning and turbidity
of the receiving water
body due to soil
erosion and increase in
run-off from
construction sites

Mitigating Measures
-

-

-

-

-

-

-


hauling
resurfacing works
-

and -

obstruction of public
access through roads
during construction

wet areas of dust
sources along grading
route
ensure compliance of
equipment to
manufacturers’
maintenance
requirements and to
government emission
standards
provide access thru
site by proper
scheduling of grading
and excavation works
or assign worker to
handle traffic
management
provide detour or
alternate route
ensure temporary
shoring along
adjacent areas are in
place during
excavation works to
prevent erosion and
slope destabilization
designate a Spoils
Storage Area of at
least 25 meters away
from water bodies for
proper disposal of
excavated materials
direct loading of
excavated materials
into hauling trucks for
immediate disposal
to designate spoils
storage area
provide silt traps and
canal interceptors
along waterway
embankments to
prevent entry into
water bodies
provide access through
site by proper
scheduling of hauling
and embankment
works or assign worker
to handle traffic
management

-

-

-

-

-

-

Implementation
Arrangement
grading routes with a
water truck
contractor to use only
equipment that are
compliant to
manufacturers’
maintenance
requirements and
government emission
standards
contractor to
construct or
designate a
temporary and safe
alternate route before
grading and
excavation begins
and assign a traffic
marshal for as long
as traffic is expected
contractor to provide
protective shoring
along adjacent areas
where excavation is
done
designated disposal
areas shall be
approved by the
PMO with
concurrence of the
barangay officials
contractor to design
and layout
interceptor canals
and silt traps for
approval by PMO
Project Engineer (PE)
to monitor work
progress on a daily
basis

Budget: from loan funds
awarded to contractor

-

contractor
to
construct
or
designate
a
temporary and safe
alternate route before
embankment
work
begins and assign a
traffic marshal for as
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Specific Activities and
Potential Impacts
- increase in suspended
dust particulates along
unpaved roads,
obnoxious gas and
particulate emissions
and noise levels from
heavy equipment
operations within the
vicinity of the
construction and along
the transport route of the
heavy equipment
- increased community
hazards of vehicular
accidents along
transport routes
- erosion of unstable
embankment slopes

Mitigating Measures
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

provide detour or
alternate route
avoid night-time
construction works
wet areas of dust
sources along vehicle
route during hauling
cover cargoes with
tarpaulin sheets or any
equivalent
ensure compliance of
equipment to
manufacturers’
maintenance
requirements and to
government emission
standards
set speed limit to 15
kph when passing
through populated area
provide appropriate
warning signs and
lighting
ensure strict
observance of traffic
rules
ensure proper
compaction of
embankment works
provide vegetation
cover or coco net slope
protection works when
necessary

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Implementation
Arrangement
long as traffic is
expected
the contractor shall
spray water on dusty
routes along populated
areas with a water truck
during
hauling
operations
contractor to use only
equipment that are
compliant
to
manufacturers’
maintenance
requirements
and
government emission
standards
Barangay officials to
coordinate
with
contractor in setting up
warning signs and
monitoring speed limits
and compliance to
traffic rules
contractor to comply
with proper compaction
procedures by layer
and
conduct
compaction test for
submission to PMO
sub-project design to
integrate
bioengineering practices
(vegetation cover) or
use of geo-textiles or
coco nets for slope
protection on expected
high
embankment
sections
Project Engineer (PE)
to
monitor
work
progress on a daily
basis
Budget: from loan funds
awarded to contractor

Potential Impacts and Mitigating Measures (Operation and Maintenance Phase)
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Specific Activities and
Mitigating Measures
Potential Impacts

usage of completed - regular removal of
road systems
debris, logs and other
materials along
- obstruction of run-off
drainage canals to
along drainage canals
avoid clogging
causing run-off
- regular vegetation
overflow leading to
control along run-off
erosion of the road
area to ensure free
flow

-

-

Implementation
Arrangement
capacity building on O
and M procedures by
proponent
proponent to ensure O
and M crew is
functional and
regularly maintains
access and road
drainage facilities

Budget: LGU Funds

Monitoring Items and Parameters
Monitoring Items
Location and
Responsibilities
and Parameters
Frequency
1. Pre-Construction monitoring items

Resources
and Budget



Siting of sub-project
(proper location and
alignment)

- LGU Fund



inclusiveness of
community
participation if
necessary (% of
marginalized sector
attending)



o

monitoring to be
done after
community
identification of
projects

o

monitoring to be
done during the
conduct of
community
o
consultations if
necessary at project
preparation and preimplementation
stages

illegal sourcing of
construction
materials (use of
prohibited materials)

o

o

monitoring to be
done during the
conduct of route
and topographic
survey along road,
irrigation canal and
water supply pipe
alignment

o

o

proponent to
conduct field
validation of project
sites and relocate
sites if posing
adverse
environmental
impact that could
not be mitigated
proponent to invite
representatives
from all sectors of
community to attend
consultations as
scheduled and
monitor attendance
proponent to ensure
that contractor has
the necessary
permit to source
materials from
designated quarry
sites and legal
suppliers

monitoring to be
done during
procurement of
construction
materials by
contractor
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2. Construction monitoring items


actual sub-project
alignment, and crop
damages
(encroachment of subproject into
environmentally
sensitive areas and # of
complaints from
affected persons)

- monitoring to be
done during
establishment of batter
boards and conduct of
staking activities



- monitoring to be
done during
mobilization and
demobilization along
transport routes
especially in highly
populated areas and
work activities in
construction sites using
heavy equipment and
power driven tools
equipment

nuisance caused by
construction activities
(dust particulates, noise
level, obnoxious gases
emissions, traffic
congestions, vehicular
accidents)


overall construction
method (compliance to
contract, permits, safety
of workers)

- Daily monitoring
through observations at
construction sites.



soil erosion,
destabilization of slopes
(occurrence of
landslides)


obstruction to
public access (# of
complaints received)


Water contamination
(presence of grease,
amount of suspended
solids, BOD load)

- Proponent to
supervise contractors in
staking and ensure that
sub-project is located
away from
environmentally critical
areas, and crop
damages are minimized
if not totally avoided
- proponent to require
contractor to use water
truck in water spraying
of transport routes
causing dust along
populated areas,
inspect vehicle
registration compliance
to emission tests, A1
status of heavy
equipment and
compliance to traffic
rules
- proponent to assign
Project Engineer to
report daily to
construction site for
supervision of work
methods and progress

- monitoring to be
done during excavation
works especially after
heavy rains

- proponent to inspect
appropriateness of
shoring before any
excavation work starts

- monitoring to be
done daily along regular
public routes while
construction work is on
progress
- monitoring of
contaminants to be
done at 1 km interval
within work area and
downstream of rivers
and creeks for at least
once a month

- proponent to inspect
sufficiency of alternative
routes provided by
contractor
- proponent to seek
assistance from DENR
and DOH to conduct
water sampling analysis
and determine extent of
contamination if within
acceptable levels

- contractor’s
budget

Contractor’s
budget

Contactor’s
budget

Contractor’s
budget

Contractor’s
budget
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3. O and M monitoring items
inclusiveness of
community participation
in information
dissemination (% of
attendance from
marginalized sector)

proper usage of roads
and overall compliance
to O and M
responsibilities
(obstruction of canal
and drainage facilities)

monitoring to be done
during information
dissemination at project
preparation stage and
conduct of meetings
during operation stage

monitoring to be done
along road canals and
drainage facilities to
determine extent of
obstructions to flow of
run-off water especially
during rainy season

proponent to invite
representatives from all
sectors of community to
attend consultations as
scheduled and monitor
attendance

proponent to conduct
regular inspection of all
facilities

- contractor’s
budget
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Annex 6. Safeguards Checklists
A. IR Checklist
Probable Involuntary Resettlement
Effects*
Will the subproject include any
physical construction work?
Does the subproject include
upgrading or rehabilitation of existing
physical facilities?
Are any subproject effects likely lead
to loss of housing, other assets,
resource use or incomes/livelihoods?
Is land acquisition likely to be
necessary?
Is the site for land acquisition known?
Is the ownership status and current
usage of the land known?
Will easements be utilized within an
existing Right of Way?
Are there any non-titled people who
live or earn their livelihood at the site
or within the Right of Way?
Will there be loss of housing?
Will there be loss of agricultural plots?
Will there be losses of crops, trees,
and fixed assets?
Will there be loss of businesses or
enterprises?
Will there be loss of incomes and
livelihoods?
Will people lose access to facilities,
services, or natural resources?
Will any social or economic activities
be affected by land use-related
changes?
If involuntary resettlement impacts are
expected:
Will the subproject include any
physical construction work?
Does the subproject include
upgrading or rehabilitation of existing
physical facilities?
Are any subproject effects likely lead
to loss of housing, other assets,
resource use or incomes/livelihoods?
Is land acquisition likely to be
necessary?
Is the site for land acquisition known?
Is the ownership status and current
usage of the land known?
Are local laws and regulations
compatible with ADB’s Involuntary
Resettlement policy?
Will coordination between
government agencies be required to
deal with land acquisition?

Yes

No

Not
Known

Possible

Remarks
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Are there sufficient skilled staff in the
Executing Agency for resettlement
planning and implementation?
Are training and capacity-building
interventions required prior to
resettlement planning and
implementation?
Information on Affected Persons:
Any estimate of the likely number of households that will be affected by the subproject?
[ ] No
[ ] Yes If yes, approximately how many? ______
Are any of them poor, female-heads of households, or vulnerable to poverty risks?
[ ] No
[ ] Yes If yes, please briefly describe their situation
Are any APs from ethnic minority groups? If yes, please explain? ______________________________

B. IP Checklist
Probable Effects of Subprojects
(SP) within an Ancestral Domain
1. Will the SP benefit the target
IPs?
2. Will the SP affect the IPs
traditional socio-cultural and belief
practices (rituals, farming
technologies, species, land use)?
3. Will the SP negatively or
adversely affect the livelihood
systems (Vegetable production,
Kaingin, Charcoal, Livestock) of IPs?
4. Will the SP be in an area
occupied, owned, or used by IPs,
and/or claimed as ancestral domain?
5. Will the SP result to physical
displacement from traditional or
customary lands?

6. Will the SP promote the
commercial development of cultural
and natural resources within
customary lands that would impact
the livelihoods or the cultural,
ceremonial, and spiritual uses that
defines the identity and community of
IPs?
7. Will the SP recognize the rights to
lands and territories that are
traditionally owned or customarily
used, occupied or claimed by IPs?

8. Will the SP require acquisition of
lands that are traditionally owned or
customarily used, occupied or
claimed by IPs?

Yes

No

Not Known

Remarks
Give brief details about the benefits
of the project to target IPs.
Identify the positive and/ or
negative effects/ impacts of the SP
on traditional socio-cultural and
belief practices.
Identify the positive and negative
effects/ impacts of the SP on
livelihood systems. Check the
CMP on existing and proposed
livelihood SP.
Identify the location of the SP
whether it is within a CADT/CADC.
Refer to CMP maps for visual
checking.
If yes, provide details physical
displacement (eg. how many will be
affected, what part of the
CADT/CADC will be affected) and
refer to IPP chapter in the CMP for
any mitigating actions.
Determine whether the SP will
trigger commercial development
within the IP area. Clarify the term
commercial development with the
community to know the degree and
scale that are still acceptable to
them
Note: Delete “establish legal”
recognition and replace with
“recognize the rights…”
Describe how the SP will recognize
IP rights to the land.
If yes, provide details and refer to
IPP chapter in the CMP for any
mitigating actions.
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9. Will the SP overlap with other
existing tenured areas?

Determine whether the SP area will
overlap with other existing tenure.
Refer to CMP and community
maps to determine and visually
validate location and possible
overlap.

C. Environmental Checklist
I.

SUBPROJECT INFORMATION

Subproject Title:
Location:
Physical Target:
General Specifications:

II. PARAMETERS FOR RAPID ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
(REA)
* Bold font in italics were derived from ADB REA checklist
Answers for the question being asked may either be “Yes”, “No”, or
N/A . “N/A” means not applicable for the sub-project. Under the
Remarks column, environmentally sensitive or critical area is specified,
indicating if the subproject is only adjacent to, or if it is within the area.
SCREENING QUESTIONS

Answer (Yes,
No, or N/A)

REMARKS

A. SubProject Siting
Is the Subproject area adjacent to or within any of the following
environmentally sensitive areas (by ADB1) or critical areas (by Proc.
2146 and DAO 2003-30)?
a. All areas declared by law as national parks, watershed
reserves, wildlife preserves and sanctuaries; Pres. Decree No.
705, as amended, otherwise called as the “Revised Forestry
Code”, Republic Act No. 7586 or the National Integrated
Protected Areas System (NIPAS) Act, and other issuances
including international commitments and declarations
(protected area, buffer zone of protected area, special area for
protecting biodiversity )1
b. Areas set aside as aesthetic potential tourist spots; areas
declared and reserved by the Department of Tourism or other
appropriate authorities for tourism development.
c.

Areas which constitute the habitat for any endangered or
threatened species of indigenous Philippine Wildlife (flora and
fauna); areas such as Mt. Bako, Mt. Apo, etc., which are
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natural habitats of endangered or threatened, rare and
indeterminate species of flora and fauna.
d.

Areas of unique historic, archaeological, or scientific interests;
(Cultural heritage site)* military and non-military shrines which
are of cultural, historical, and scientific significance to the
nation; includes national historical landmarks, geological
monuments, and paleontological and anthropological
reservations as may be designated or determined by the
National Historical Institute, National Museum, National
Commission for Culture and the Arts, National Commission on
Geological Sciences, and other appropriate authorities.

e.

Areas which are traditionally occupied by cultural communities
or tribes;

ancestral lands of National Cultural Communities identified in Sec. 1 of
P.D. No. 410 and settlements designed, implemented and maintained
by the PANAMIN for national minorities (non-Muslim hill tribes referred
to in P.D. No. 719) as may be amended by Republic Act No. 8371 the
Indigenous Peoples Rights Act of 1997 (IPRA) and its IRR.;
all areas that are occupied or claimed as ancestral lands or ancestral
domains by indigenous communities, or certified as such
(CADC/CALC) pursuant to DENR Admin. Order No. 2, series of 1993
regarding identification and delineation of ancestral land or domain
claims.
f. Areas frequently visited and/or hard-hit by natural calamities
(geologic hazards, floods, typhoons, volcanic activity, etc.);
Areas frequently visited or hard-hit by typhoons: all areas where
typhoon signal no. 3 was hoisted for at least twice a year during the
last five (5) years prior to the year of reckoning. For example, a
determination made in July 1997 will consider the weather records
from 1992 to 1996
Areas frequently visited or hard-hit by tsunamis: all coastal zones and
offshore areas subjected to an earthquake of at least intensity VII in
the Rossi-Forel scale and hit by tsunamis during the period 1638 until
year of reckoning
Areas frequently visited or hard hit by earthquakes: all areas subjected
to earthquakes of at least intensity VII in the Rossi-Forel scale during
the period 1949 until the year of reckoning
Storm surge-prone areas: all areas identified as such by the Philippine
Atmospheric, Geophysical and Astronomical Services Administration
(PAGASA).
Flood-prone areas: low-lying areas usually adjacent to large active
water bodies experiencing regular or seasonal inundation as a result of
changes in mean water level of these water bodies
Areas prone to volcanic activities: all areas identified as such by
Philippine Institute of Volcanology and Seismology (PHIVOLCS).
Areas located along fault lines or within fault zones: This refers to all
areas identified as such by Philippine Institute of Volcanology and
Seismology (PHIVOLCS).
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Drought-prone areas: all areas identified as such by the Philippine
Atmospheric, Geophysical and Astronomical Services Administration
(PAGASA).
g. Areas with critical slopes; all lands with slope of 50% or more
not classified in this listing as environmentally critical; also
cover alienable and disposable forest lands and unclassified
forests.
h.

Areas classified as prime agricultural lands; all irrigated and
irrigable areas and other areas mapped under the Network of
Protected Areas for Agriculture (NPAA) of the Bureau of Soils
and Water Management (BSWM).

i.

Recharge areas of aquifers; sources of water replenishment
where rainwater or seepage actually enters the aquifers; Areas
under this classification shall be limited to all local or nonnational watersheds and geothermal reservations.

j.

Water bodies characterized by one or any combination of the
following conditions:
1) tapped for domestic purposes;
2) within the controlled and/or protected areas declared by
appropriate authorities;
3) which support wildlife and fishery activities. (wetland,
estuarine)*

k.

Mangrove areas characterized by one or any combination of
the following conditions:
1) with primary pristine and dense young growth;
2) adjoining mouth of major river systems;
3) near or adjacent to traditional productive fry or fishing
grounds;
4) which act as natural buffers against shore erosion,
strong winds and storm floods;
5) on which people are dependent for their livelihood.

areas declared as mangrove swamp forest reserves by Proclamation
No. 2152 and mangrove forests declared as wilderness areas by
Proclamation No. 2151.
l. Coral reefs characterized by one or any combination of the
following conditions:
1) With 50% and above live coralline cover;
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2) Spawning and nursery grounds for fish;
3) Which act as natural breakwater of coastlines.
all areas identified by local sources such as the UP-Marine Sciences
Institute, DENR-Coastal Environment Program, etc. to be rich in corals.
Is the sub-project siting consistent with the protected area zoning?
(RA7586)
Is the sub-project siting consistent with the land use zoning of the area
(RA 7160; PD 1152)
B. Potential Environmental Impacts
Will the Subproject likely cause …
Physical Environment
Land
1. Destabilization of slopes due to earthworks at the construction site?
2. Erosion of river banks due to clearing/excavation operations?
3. Soil erosion before compaction and lining of canals?
4. Leaching of soil nutrients and changes in soil characteristics due to
excessive application of irrigation water?
5. Soil salinization due to insufficient drainage?
Hydrology
6. Redistribution of riverflow or decrease in waterflow rate
downstream?
7. Reduction of downstream water supply during peak seasons?
8. Soil erosion and siltation leading to decreased stream capacity?
9. Water logging along completed section of the irrigation canal as
observed after heavy rains?
10. Obstruction of water flow due to aggregation of garbage at check
gates/control gates
Water Quality
11. Deterioration of surface water quality due to the following:
a) Increased sediment run-off from the construction site? (RA 9275)
b) Improper disposal of sanitary and solid wastes from workers’ base
camps? (RA 9275, RA 9003, PD 856)
c) Contamination from oil, grease and fuel spills? (RA 9275, RA 6969)
d) Excessive application of fertilizers and pesticides leading to
discharge of agro-chemical contaminated waters from the service
area?
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e) Salinization due to over pumping of groundwater, insufficient
drainage?(RA 9275)
f)

Seawater intrusion into downstream freshwater systems?

Air Quality
12. Deterioration of air quality due to the following impacts arising from
heavy equipment operations and other construction works:
a) Dust suspension? (RA 8749)
b) Obnoxious gas & particulate emissions? (RA9749)
c) Noise generation? (PD 984)

Biological Environment
13. Tree cutting or vegetation clearing? (PD 705, RA 7586)
14. Dislocation, disruption or other disturbances to terrestrial wildlife?
(PD 705, RA 7586, RA 9072)
15. Impediments to movements of animals?
16. Loss of precious ecological values (e.g. result of encroachment into
forests/swamplands or historical/cultural buildings/areas, disruption
of hydrology of natural waterways, regional flooding, and drainage
hazards)? (RA 8550)
17. Localized damage and/or disturbance to ecologically
significant/economically important flora and fauna in forest
areas/other critical habitats or agricultural crops? (RA 8550)
18. Smothering or other adverse effects on aquatic species? (RA
8550)
Social and Environment
19. Disfiguration of landscape in historical/cultural areas? ( PD 1505)
20. Dislocation or involuntary resettlement of people along the right-ofway? (RA 8974; RA 7279; EO 1035; RA 6657 /7905 /7907 / 8532 )
21. Loss of private land rights/ownership/property for the right-of-way
of the project (RA 8974; RA 7279; EO 1035; RA 6657 /7905 /7907/
8532 )
22. Encroachment of informal dwellers along the irrigation
canals/dikes?
23. Increase in cropping intensity or cropping area?
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24. Loss of income from crop damage along the right-of-way? (RA
6657 /7905 /7907 /8532)
25. Exposure of workers to emergency or hazards of flashfloods?
26. Obstruction of public access through the construction area,
delaying people movement and transport of farm products? (RA
7160)
27. Generation of solid waste and sanitary waste in construction
camps and work sites? (RA 9003, PD 856)
28. Increased health risk from the Increase in the population of
rodents, insects or other vectors of disease during construction?
(PD 856)
29. Increase in incidence of waterborne or water related diseases?
30. Non-participation of Indigenous Peoples in sub-project planning to
implementation? (RA 8371)
31. Gender Issues (non-participation of women and other marginalized
sectors in sub-project planning to implementation) (RA 9172)
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Annex 7. Photos of Field Validation Community Mapping and Consultations

Photo 1
Photo 2
Photos 1 & 2. Joint field Validation of Can-ayan-KIbalabag-Manalog access road in
Malaybalay City. Inventory of assets, structures, crops, trees is among the activities
conducted in this activity. Findings and mitigation plans are discussed and agreed after the
activity.

Photo 3

Photo 4

Photos 3 & 4. Community Mapping in CURB
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CONDUCT OF PUBLIC CONSULTATION WITH IPO BLUPENTTRAS, INC.
Sitio Tandacol, Barangay Lilingayon, Valencia City, Bukidnon
Part I Performance of Ritual

To pay respect to the ancestors, the offering table was covered in white cloth and laden with gifts
of coins, betelnut fruit, and leaves, along with two (2) native chickens. The ritual was led by the
tribe ritualist Datu Tigcoman (center) and looking on is tribal chieftain Datu Dumaque

Part II. Public Consultation
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